**Theme:** Morals, Hall bonding

**Goal:** To help residents evaluate what is important to themselves as individuals as well as part of a group.

**Group Size:** Unlimited

**Time:** 30-45 minutes

**Materials:**
- Introduction
- List of Values
- Hall Values Clarification
- Fake Money

**Setting:** A lounge where participants feel comfortable.

**Activity Set Up:**
1. In this Values Auction, your residents will have the opportunity to buy each value for themselves, from wealth to independence. There is also a list of qualities a hall can have, and you can also play the game to purchase these values.
2. Each person begins with $1,000, and included in this package is enough money for 15 people. If you need more, please see the original copy, and create more copied money for your hall.
3. This program is great for a hall that needs bonding, doesn’t co-exist as it should, or for a reevaluation of values post-Winter Break. Add your own values, or ask your residents for other issues that are important to them.